Storage as a Service from Hitachi Vantara (STaaS) is like having extra storage at your fingertips, ready for use whenever and wherever the need arises. The ability to tie storage costs to actual business results is one of its greatest benefits. Here are a few key ways you can put STaaS to use for your business.

5 Key Uses

01 Data Archiving
STaaS is ideal for long-term data archiving and maintaining data for compliance purposes. Need to keep that data on premises? No problem, you’ll get the added benefit of cloud management and paying only for the storage you use.

02 Analytics
STaaS keeps the large amounts of data necessary for analytics stored and easy to access. Need to increase or decrease storage as needs change, and balance performance with cost? STaaS has performance tiers to choose from to help you stay flexible and tie costs to business results.

03 Data Backup and Recovery
STaaS supports more efficient automated data backup along with the ability to recover data quickly to assure operational resiliency. Can’t afford even seconds of downtime? High performance guarantees assure 100% data availability for times when being offline isn’t an option.

04 Application Development and Testing
STaaS is an ideal solution for developers who need flexible storage as they work on application development, testing and staging. Need to capture new opportunities quickly and then just as quickly scale down? STaaS supports needed agility to support shifting business demands across your entire business.

05 Content Delivery
STaaS keeps content including videos, music, and images, safely stored and ready to stream on demand quickly and globally. Need to provide locations with varying bandwidth equal ability to access? STaaS enables on-premise or co-location storage to keep files as close to an audience as possible.

Storage as a Service from Hitachi Vantara offers intuitive, self-serve access to cloud-managed enterprise-grade storage from the Hitachi Vantara partner ecosystem—with custom solutions available.

Learn more: www.hitachivantara.com/staas